Fan's fixed point theorem for multivalued functions in locally convex spaces is proved by means of Brouwer's fixed point theorem and the concept of a partition of unity.
Let X and Y be topological spaces, and let 2r denote the set of subsets of Y. A function TX--2r (called a multivalued function of X into Y) is upper semicontinuous if for each x0e X and each neighborhood W of T(x0) in Y, there exists a neighborhood V of x0 in X such that xeV implies T(x)<= W. We shall give a short proof of Fan's fixed point theorem for multivalued functions, modifying a method of Browder [1] .
Theorem (K. Fan [2] ). Let K be a nonempty compact convex subset of a Hausdorff locally convex topological vector space E, and let T:K->-2K be an upper semicontinuous function such that T(x) is nonempty closed and convex for each x e K. Then there exists x0 e K with x0 e T(x0). The neighborhood base ((/,:/€/} is directed by =>. Let x0eK be a cluster point of the corresponding net {xt:i e 1} in K, and suppose x0 $ T(x0). By separation there is a closed convex neighborhood W of 7*(jc0) with x0 $ W. Since T is upper semicontinuous there exists a neighborhood V of x0 with VC\W=0 such that x e VC\K implies T(x)^ W. Choose FRODE TERKELSEN we have x¡ e xu+Ut, hence xa e V which implies/,; e W. Then x¡ =fÀXi) = 2 «h(*í).Vm g ^' Mil contradicting that x¡ e V. Therefore x0 e T(x0) holds.
Fan's fixed point theorem immediately implies the theorems of Kakutani [3] (E=R"), Tychonoff [4] (T(x)={f(x)} for a continuous function f:K->-K), as well as the fundamental Brouwer fixed point theorem used in the proof above.
